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Paths to Recovery
May 28, 2020
In determining where the current economic slowdown is likely to end up, it helps to consider the potential paths to
recovery. Will the recovery be V-, W-, U-, or L-shaped? We will talk about why we are modeling the recovery the way
we are, where the potential pitfalls are, and what the different bull/bear scenarios look like.
V, W, U, L: Historical Experiences
Economic expansions do not die of old age. Recessions are precipitated by either policy (four of the past six times)
or malinvestment (two of the past six times).
But what about recoveries? Economic growth during recoveries tends to resemble one of several unique shapes:
Vs, Ws, Us, or Ls. There are no L-shaped recoveries in practice, but we have seen Vs (four of the past six recoveries),
Ws (one of the of the past six recoveries), and Us (also one of the past six recoveries). The chart below illustrates.
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While Vs appear sharp in a historical context, upon closer inspection they are long and uneven, with three of the
past four lasting more than a year each.
It is too early to determine which type of recovery we will see, but the possibility of a second wave of
infections—most likely in late autumn 2020—suggests that the recovery out of the current economic recession is
likely to be long and uneven.
What Drives Recovery?
The current recession could prove to be the deepest and the shortest in at least five decades. But the path to
recovery is highly dependent on consumers’ ability and willingness to spend. So, wages, employment, and
bankruptcies will likely determine the shape of this economic recovery.
Loss of income (beyond what the fiscal bridge covers) is in line with historical experience; we can monitor the
extent to which fiscal support compensates for loss of income from other sources. But fear levels are unique to our
current recovery. Only September 11 provides a useful comparison (at least in regard to travel-related
expenditures), and leads to a cautiously optimistic conclusion. Despite existential risks and fear after the
September 11 attacks, U.S. air passengers returned to the skies within two to three years, in line with the recovery
from the recession of the early 2000s.
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Recovery Scenarios?
Our base case is cautiously bullish, as this is not an economic recession, so no serious imbalances have built up.
Under this scenario, driven by extensive testing, we would expect to see a gradual resumption of activity from May,
with a 10% improvement in activity month-over-month. Extraordinary liquidity would fuel the post-shutdown
recovery. Massive unemployment (15% to 20%) should last less than six months, and a speedy return to the labor
force bodes well for consumption. A return to pre-COVID-19 shutdown output levels could be expected within two
to three years.
Then there is the bearish case. Under this scenario, new cases of COVID-19 would peak but remain at elevated
levels. Lockdowns would lift more gradually, so we would see less than a 10% improvement in activity month-overmonth. U.S. corporates were already highly levered before the crisis. Increased levels of debt together with a
significant loss of output looking out over one to two years would view force investment and hiring cuts.
Unprecedented levels of unemployment and bankruptcies would slow the economic recovery considerably. The
bottom three quintiles of income distribution would be disproportionately affected, so aggregate demand growth
would be materially slower after an initial pent-up demand surge.
Lastly, there is the possibility of a depression. Under this scenario, the virus would defy expectations of flu-like
behavior and dissipation with warm weather. New cases would peak but remain at high levels for weeks, and
lockdowns would remain in place for months, not weeks, until treatments become available. Adequate fiscal
support would be either unavailable or ineffective. The resulting mass bankruptcies and unemployment would
destroy production (supply) and massively reduce domestic demand after lockdowns—such that the eventual
recovery would take years.
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This is not our base case, as indicated. But even with the strongest possible recovery and no setbacks (which are
quite likely, especially in the United States), 2020 gross domestic product (GDP) is likely to be about 5% lower than
it was in 2019. That would be the deepest contraction we have seen in at least decades, and will feel bad for many
months.
Olga Bitel, partner, is a global strategist on William Blair’s Global Equity team.
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Disclosure:
This content is for informational and educational purposes only and not intended as investment advice or a
recommendation to buy or sell any security. Investment advice and recommendations can be provided only after
careful consideration of an investor’s objectives, guidelines, and restrictions.
Information and opinions expressed are those of the authors and may not reflect the opinions of other investment
teams within William Blair Investment Management, LLC, or affiliates. Factual information has been taken from
sources we believe to be reliable, but its accuracy, completeness or interpretation cannot be guaranteed.
Information is current as of the date appearing in this material only and subject to change without notice.
Statements concerning financial market trends are based on current market conditions, which will fluctuate. This
material may include estimates, outlooks, projections, and other forward-looking statements. Due to a variety of
factors, actual events may differ significantly from those presented.
Investing involves risks, including the possible loss of principal. Equity securities may decline in value due to both
real and perceived general market, economic, and industry conditions. The securities of smaller companies may
be more volatile and less liquid than securities of larger companies. Investing in foreign denominated and/or
domiciled securities may involve heightened risk due to currency fluctuations, and economic and political risks.
These risks may be enhanced in emerging markets. Different investment styles may shift in and out of favor
depending on market conditions. Individual securities may not perform as expected or a strategy used by the
Adviser may fail to produce its intended result.
Investing in the bond market is subject to certain risks including market, interest rate, issuer, credit, and inflation
risk. Rising interest rates generally cause bond prices to fall. High-yield, lower-rated, securities involve greater risk
than higher-rated securities. Sovereign debt securities are subject to the risk that an entity may delay or refuse to
pay interest or principal on its sovereign debt because of cash flow problems, insufficient foreign reserves, or
political or other considerations. Derivatives may involve certain risks such as counterparty, liquidity, interest rate,
market, credit, management, and the risk that a position could not be closed when most advantageous. Currency
transactions are affected by fluctuations in exchange rates; currency exchange rates may fluctuate significantly
over short periods of time. Diversification does not ensure against loss.
There can be no assurance that investment objectives will be met. Any investment or strategy mentioned herein
may not be appropriate for every investor. References to specific companies are for illustrative purposes only and
should not be construed as investment advice or a recommendation to buy or sell any security. Past performance
is not indicative of future returns.
Copyright © 2020 William Blair & Company, L.L.C. "William Blair” is a registered trademark of William Blair &
Company, L.L.C. No part of this material may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication,
without express written consent.

